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Arson suspected in apartment fire
Predominantly student-occupied complex needs 2 months
worth of repair, leaves 35 people in search of a dwelling
By Sandy Ileynen
Daly

SW ,iler

The remains bear testament to the work
of arson; the barren rooms are left with little but charred fabric hanging haphazardly
from the coils of couches.
Posters that adorned the walls are blackened and burned.
No one was hurt. But 35 people, most of
them SJSU students, were chased out of
their South Ninth Street apartment building
early Monday morning by a fire that left the
first floor a black disaster and the second
and third floors overidden with smoke damage, according to Capt. Don Perkins of the
San lose Fire Department.

Although many of the 35 residents told
neighboring apartment owner Dorothy
Helms they want to stay, they will be out of
the place they call home for approximately
two months.
All the chaos can be attributed to an
arsonist who may also be responsible for a
dumpster fire that was set in the back of the
complex two weeks ago, Perkins said.
"It wasn’t as panicky as it could have
been," said Dave Witton, assistant manager
and resident. "They kept their heads."
Wiuon was on the third floor and managed to feel his way down the smoke -filled
stairwell to the front doors.
Others who couldn’t get down the stair
dangled from their windows, waiting for a

ladder to come to their rescue.
All of the tenants were given food by the
Red Cross and 16 were taken to the
Townhouse Motel on Second Street, where
the Red Cross will pay for their housing
until Monday, according to Angela Carrillo
of the Red Cross’ Disaster Action Team.
The rest were able to find accommodations with friends or family. Carrillo said.
Red Cross workers will replace lost clothing and necessary household items, she
said. Residents will be referred to Red
Cross social workers who will try to help
them find a new place to stay.
Fire officials had to call for a second
alarm four fire stations in all
responded
to the 46-unit apartment complex at 524 S.

Students surrender
after computer
theft ring exposed

Ninth St.
The fire was extinguished in under I()
minutes, Perkins said.
If left for much longer, toxic gases from
the burning furniture and paint might have
caught on fire, Perkins said.
But as soon as water was applied, the
fire was out. "It was a textbook case," he
said.
Damage costs will be between 550,000
and 575,000, Perkins estimated. Even
though the first floor took the brunt of the
damage, smoke damage to the second and
third floors could be extensive, Carillo of
the Red Cross said.
Red Cross workers will distribute information to the residents on how to clean up
after the fire, she said.
If anybody has any information regarding this fire, they are asked to call the fire
department’s arson hotline: (408) 27 ARSON.
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More than $100,000 of computer equipment
stolen in 18-month period from SJSU classrooms
By Robert Drueckhammer
Daily staff writer,

Three SJSU students were arrested after turning themselves in for
allegedly stealing more than
$100,000 worth of computer equipment, most of which belongs to the
university, during an 18 -month period.
Two of the students involved,
Brian Caldwell of Palo Alto and
Lester Fong of San lose, surrendered
to University Police officials on
Aug. 21. The third suspect, Wallace
Lee, surrendered on Aug. 28.
Richard Staley, UPD spokesman,
said that most of the stolen equipment has been recovered. But he
added that some of the equipment
stolen was sold to other individuals
and businesses. According to UPD
investigations Sgt. Bruce Lowe,
some of the equipment was sold to
people living as far away as
Modesto.
"The individuals involved had a
computer repair business, and they
were taking parts from the stolen
computers and upgrading other
computers with the stolen pieces of
equipment," 1.owe said.

Lowe added that most of the
stolen equipment has been recovered, but the investigation is still in
process.
Lowe also said that some of the
stolen equipment was the property
of Stanford University, and that
other equipment belonged to several
Palo Alto residents.
According to a UPD press
release, over $67,000 worth of
equipment is currently in evidence,
including several Apple and
Hewlett-Packard computer systems
and software.
In addition, the release stated that
two 9mm semi -automatic pistols,
several laser and conventional printers, digital scanners, keyboards and
hard drives were seized. Police officers also confiscated television,
stereo and VCR components,
numerous compact discs, a police
radio scanner and other items.
Staley said that more equipment
may be found later, because the individuals committed too many thefts
to remember each one.
Staley said the individuals indicted in the case would walk into
unlocked rooms and simply take the
equipment out of them. In other

cases, he said, the suspects would
enter the room through open windows to gain access to the rooms.
To stop future thefts. Staley said
that UPD officials have instituted a
new program called "COPP," Crime
Opportunity Prevention Program.
With this program, officers and
cadets on duty are now checking
doors and windows to make sure
they are locked. If they are not, the
officers will lock them and then
leave a form in the room which says
the door or window was unlocked.
Copies of the form will also be provided to the chairperson of the
department which is responsible for
that room.
"On any given day, our officers
are finding numerous doors and
windows open with no one in them.
It’s an easy invitation to steal. The
people involved had ready access to
the university. They didn’t need to
break in," Staley said.
Renee Rogers of the Santa Clara
County district attorney’s office said
that Caldwell and Fong will be
arraigned on Sept. 5 at 2 p.m. in the
county courthouse. She added that
Lee has not been assigned an
arraignment date yet.

A&R generator explodes
27,000-volt generator blast results
in minor injury, one-day repair
By Monica Campbell
Daily staff wilier

The first week of school for the Admissions and
Records office started off with a bang the explosion
of the 27,000-volt generator that supplies energy to the
office’s main computer.
On Aug. 23 an electrician, who was installing a new
back-up system, lost grip of a metal plate that covers
areas where there are na breakers. When he dropped it,
the high voltage vaporized the panel and the generator
exploded.
"I think it was the brightest light I had ever seen. I

thought I was going to be blinded," said the electrician
who wouldn’t give his name. "That metal plate could
have just as easily been me."
Luckily, the electrician only suffered from singed
hair.
The generator was quickly repaired, yet a delayed
reaction occurred on Aug. 29. The computer went down
late in the night of Aug. 29 and was working again by
10 a.m. Thursday. All transacUons were done manually
until 2:30 p.m. Thursday, due to time being spent restoring files from the downout
"It was very inconvenient because there was no
record of the transaction being given back to the student
immediately," said Edgar Chambers, associate executive
vice president of admissions and records.

New enrollment figures
correspond to last year

Harry Gutierrez Dail siatf

Mestue Beicola performs a flip as part of
a Afro -Brazilian music and dame
demonstration on Friday in the Student
Union Amphitheater. The dernonstra-

Despite a $14 million cut in the university’s budget and the
absence of MX) class sections and 150 faculty positions, enrollment is at an even tide with last fall, according to admissions and
records.
Tentative figures show there are approximately 30,000 students
presently enrolled at MSC with an average course load of 10
units. About half of those enrolled registered after their designated
time, according to Ed Chambers, the associate executive vice
pre:Udent of admissions and records.The procrastination has
caused many students to be caught in the adding frenzy now going
on.
"We’re handling more (students) than we should be given our
budget situation," said Chambers.
One attempt to restrict enrollment in order to open more seats
for continuing students was to make closing dates for applications
earlier. According to Chambers, the strategy has already shown a
See ENROLLMENT, Page 9

was a preview to an Exotic
Brazilian Carnival held Monday at the
FIX Club at 400 S. First St. downtown.
The troupe is based in San Jose.

See COMPUTERS, Page 9
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Humanities may find a new home
By Angela Hill
Daily staff eiriter

SPORTS’

By Dede Reis
Daily staff writer
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Spartans boot the Bears: In the first game of the
Season, the SJSU soccer team beat Cal 1-0 in the SJSU
Classic. Page 6

FEATURES
Right to die?: San Jose Stage Company’s production of
’Whose Life is it Anyway?’ confronts the volatile issue.
Page 5

CAMPUS NEWS
Transformer Explodes: Underground fire causes
evacuation of two SJSU buildings Sunday.
Page 8

The largest school on campus is
housed in a mobile home park.
That’s how it seems when students ot
the School of Humanities and the Arts
visit instructors in the eight temporary
modular units on Ninth Street and in the
multitude of offices and classrooms scattered from Washington Square Hall to the
business classrooms.
"We have to go to five different places
to talk to professors," according to teresa
Poore, a senior in humanities.
With this "scattering" and the mobile
home feel in the modular units, which
have no restmoms or running water, the
school might easily feel poorly represent
ed.
Students and faculty both agree that
the school needs as own home.
That’s why a $22.3 million humanities

building was approved two years ago by
the trustees and will be at the mercy of
the voting public for the second time in
June 1992, The proposal was rejected by
voters in 1991
Voters must approve the use of general
obligation bonds to fund this and other
building projects in the CSU system,
according to the State and Local
Government Political Dictionary. No
money will come directly from student
fees, but as taxpayers, students will help
pay for it in the long run.
General obligation bonds are often
referred to as "guaranteed bonds"
because they are backed by the state government Taxes are increased to pay off
the interest to investors.
Although this issue tailed in 1941, Mo
Qavoumi. associate executive vice presidcni of facilities, development and opera See HUMANITIES, Page 9
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Science no panacea
Hard-to-swallow evidence
should be taken with a grain of salt
oat bran?
Remembcr
Scientific journals
promised it would
mend our evil
carcinogenic ways
and prevent cancer.
Turned out to be
perfectly useless.
Well, the scientific journal Science
has come out with a study much more
controversial than oat bran ever aspired
to be: Last week Science reported
findings that brain cells in homosexual
men differ from those in heterosexual
men.
The shock waves have only begun to
spread, but the effect of this study on
popular perceptions is understandably
unpredictable.
We say, let’s not jump to judgments or
premature conclusions. Let’s think
carefully before we decide what this
means.
On one hand, this study is a godsend
to the homosexual community, which is
likely the most misunderstood and
oppressed of any minority in America.
It could lead to the conclusion that
what gays have been saying all these
years is true one is born gay; one does
not choose to be. The fundamentalists’
arguments that gays can change will be
muffled by this news, now that maybe
God created gay people. Perhaps they
don’t need to be changed; perhaps
they’re not evil.
Of course, that was a moot point
anyway
why would anyone choose to

be gay in a homophobic society, with the
threat of unchecked discnmination and
violence all around?
Another conclusion some may reach
is that homosexuality is some defect in
the brain, a handicap, something
unnatural or abnormal that should be
repaired. Biology can expand horizons,
but it can feed small minds, as well.
Bigot-drivel (a term coined by
erstwhile campus gay activist Christine
Schmidt) is often peppered with
questionable scientific studies citing
genetic differences between the races
and sexes. Of course, those differences
are casually assumed to be evolutionary
shortcomings by bigots, rather than
advantages.
Perhaps someday the white coats will
conclude that homosexuality is genetic.
With genetic engineering gaining
momentum, that’s scary. Will people
soon be able to choose not only their
childrens’ sex, but their sexuality?
Besides, studies like this aim to define
in minute detail the differences between
groups of humans, when really we
should be finding the qualities we share.
Essentially, science is an impersonal
discipline. It also can be wrong. Take
studies like this with a grain of salt.
The only lesson is to judge your
fellow human beings as SJSU English
professor and best-selling author Shelby
Steele would say on the content of
their character. Not on the content of
their hypothalamus.
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John Vieira

Whose death is it, anyway?

N

being that many people would rather do
without.
A recent article in Newsweek showed
a Gallup Poll conducted in 1975 in
which 41 percent of the respondents felt
a person has the moral right to end his or
her life if that person is in a great deal of
pain and with no hope of recovery. In
1990, that figure had risen to 66 percent.
The 1990 Gallup Poll also showed that
84 percent of Americans say that if they
were on life support with no hope of
recovery, they would want treatment
withheld.
Some people would call that suicide.
It is not. Suicide is ending a life. Wanting
to end a slow death quickly is understandable.
A few months ago I had to make the
toughest decision of my life to put my
dog to sleep. He had a severe case of
arthritis. I was with him while he was
given the shot. Afterwards, I closed his
eyes, patted his head one last time and
told him what a great dog he was.
It was very difficult to make the decision of putting him to sleep. I can’t imagine how hard it must be for someone to
make that decision for a loved one, but
people do.
Talking about death is not easy. No
one likes to even think about it. As I
learned, death can sneak up on you ai
any time.
Be prepared. My aunt was determined
to survive but she prepared for death.
She made out a will and planned a grave
site. As strange as it may sound, negotiate your death with a loved one in a
rational state of mind.
Death takes away what little control
we have in our lives and makes us feel
powerless. Exert power while life allows
you the opportunity, so that death hands
your loved ones no surprises.

o one chooses dying, but
some people are choosing to
die.
Dying from a terminal
disease can be a long and
painful process, so some people are
choosing to end their lives sooner.
The closest I have ever come to dying
was when I was watching Night Court
and eating popcorn one evening in the
Student Union. I laughed and got some
popcorn stuck in my throat. Suddenly, it
was hard to breathe. Laughter turned to
panic. Was death at my door?
Unprepared to die, I jabbed my fist into
my stomach while bending over from my
sitting position, forcing the popcorn from
my throat. I’ve always wanted to be in
the Spartan Daily, but not as the headline, "Student Has Last Laugh."
While preparing for the future as a
college student, you don’t expect your
future to disappear. Live everyday to its
fullest because you never know when it
might be your last.
A little over two years ago my aunt
died of cancer. Doctors said she only had
three months to live, but she was determined to recover and reclaim her vitality.
She had a memorable Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year’s and Valentine’s
Day. Unfortunately, Mother’s Day was
celebrated at her grave. She was 44.
Her death didn’t come as a surprise; it
was finding out that she was dying that
came as a shock. I had hopes that she
would recover and I always told her that
everything would turn out all right in the
end. It did turn out all right. She is now
without pain and suffering and filled
with peace and happiness.
That was my first experience with the
death of someone close to my heart.
Scientists are finding new cures and
using new technology to keep patients
alive much longer. While this might
sound good, sometimes high-tech equipment can leave a patient hovering in
limbo between life and death. A state of

John Vitira is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Lefties learn a creative lesson in life
so often an article comes
Every
out explaining how or why lefthanders are different than righthanders. Usually they discuss
right -brain and left-brain activity, and other such technical,
physiological facts.
The basic premise is always that lefties
are born with all of the traits supposedly
associated with left-handedness.
Having been a lefty in this right-handed
world for my entire life, I feel I’m more
than qualified to offer an alternative explanation. But first, some background information on left-handers:
One of the most famous lefties was
Benjamin Franklin. His innovations,
inventions and clever sayings practically
define what left-handers are supposed to
and generally
be like creative, artistic
unconventional.
Other famous lefties include Bob
Dylan, M.C. Escher and Paul McCartney.
Two infamous southpaws were Jack the
Ripper (no relation) and the Boston

Strangler. The common string which connects these men is their willingness to
question conventional wisdom. All of
them accomplished things, for good or for
bad, that their peers thought impossible,
immoral or simply couldn’t envision.
I suggest that the reason most lefties
are inclined to embark on these creative
endeavors is not due to the fact that we’re
left-handed, but rather because we’re lefthanded.
Say what?
Rather than being something we’re
born with, the creative inclinations associated with most lefties are learned from
growing up in a cold, cruel, right-handed
world. The world has told us that we’re
different, and it has become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
In elementary school we had to use
scissors shaped for the nght hand, resulting in sore fingers and the first realization
that we’re different.
Later on, we were forced to sit in righthanded desks, found baseball and softball
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Fare increase a heavy disappointment
trying to promote its bus
Aher
and light rail system to SJSU
students for the past year,
Santa
Clara
County
Transportation Agency officials have again decided to cut services
and raise prices for bus service.
a 25 -cent
The issues at stake
increase in the cost of a single ride regular
bus or light rail pass, a 50-cent increase in
the cost of an express bus ride, and a SI
increase in the cost of an express day pass
seem contradictory towards everything
the agency has done to try to get people to
ride buses.
In advertising campaigns, the agency
claims that taking a bus or the light rail to
work and school are the best and cheapest
way to commute. Before the latest fee
increases and schedule reductions, that
might have been an exaggerated truth.
But now, the transit agency wants to cut

back or change service on 49 bus routes
while at the same time raising rates.
A brochure released to bus riders said
that the increase is necessary because of
state budget cuts. In addition, the brochure
stated that SCCTA has the lowest (firebox
return of any Bay Area transit agency.
That may be true, and it may not be,
but I take the bus because it saves me
money with a minimal amount of inconvenience. If I were to drive to school each
day, it would cost me $81 for parking fees,
plus the cost of gas and car maintenance.
But it seems that I may now end up
taking my car after all.
While interviewing Lill Smith,
spokesperson for the transit agency, I
found out that after the fare increase
occurs on Oct. I, I’ll be paying the bus
driver an additional dollar each day to ride
the Express 180 from Fremont Bart to
SJSU, even though I’ve already purchased

a semester pass. The reason for this is
because the transit agency has decided
that the semester pass will only be worth a
SI credit on express bus fares. What that
means in laymans’ terms is that in addition to paying for the pass in the first
place, I’ll end up spending at least $50
more in daily fees for a minimal total of
$ION for the semester. Is it worth it? Not
when I can buy a parking permit for $81
and get here 30 minutes sooner with my
car.
I strongly suggest that sccrA rethink
its route reduction and fare increase proposals once again, because if they do go
through with their plans, they’ll have lost
at least one rider, and probably many
more.

Robert Drueckhammer is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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gloves hard to come by, and at the dinner
table we always had to sit at the end of the
table so we wouldn’t bump elbows with
our right-handed siblings.
More recently I’ve had gripes about
eraseable ink pens (our hands smear the
ink unless we hold them above the paper),
personal computers (the mouse is always
on the right side) and golf (left-handed
clubs are very hard to find).
So after all of these trials And tribulations growing up, us lefties identify with
the individualism with which we have
been branded. We are conditioned to go
our own direction in life.
You may have heard the expression
"left-handers are the only ones in their
right minds." First of all. I don’t subscribe
to the left brain/right brain theory and second, I’m not in my right mind because I’m
left-handed.
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15 p.m., Campus
Christian Center.
CONCERT CHOIR: Choral
Activities: Sing! Join Concert Choir,
apen to all majors, cam one unit
m,,TTIIngs Monday through Thursday
mail September 13, 10:30 am., Music

262, come by or call 924 4332.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: On-campus
interview orientation: I 1:30 a.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room; 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Council Chambers; 5 p.m., S.U.
Cosumoan Room; Co-op orientation,
1:30 p.m., S.U. Costaman Room, call
924 6033.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOG V:
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms
are available at the Spartan Daily, Wl.N 104 and the Information Center in the Student
Union. limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.
Wednesday Seminars at SJSU: Dr
Joanne Kerr, Biological Sciences at
SJSU, discusses "alcohol consumption
and sterility," 1:30 p.m., DH 135. call
924-49(10.
M.E.C.H.A.: General body meeting,
6:30 p.m., Chicano Resource Center,
thud floor WLN, call 288-6470.

r1/0A90?W5
CONCERT CHOIR: Choral
Activities: Sing! Join Concert Choir,
open to all majors, earn one unit
mornings Monday through Thursday
until September 13, 10:30 cm., Music
262, come by or call 924-4332.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR
CHRIST: Night life every Thursday.

3

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

p.m , S.U. Almaden Room. call 275
6518.
CREATIVE ARTS COALITION:
First semester meeting, 2 p.m.. S.U.
Guadalupe Room, call 279-3802 or
289-8251.
V.O.I.C.E.: Welcome back/welcome
to school reception, 5 p.m., HGH 215,
call 924-6322 or 971-4642.
SJSU SAILING CLUB: General

meeting, 6 p.m., Almaden Room, call
438 5428

ii2/0AV
INDIAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: General body
meeting. 1 p.m., A.S. Council
Chambers, Student Union, call 408
281-7048.

Semester bus pass may ease SJSU parking pains
County Transit offers new
alternative to search for spots
By Robert 13rueekhammer
1>ally staff v.nter

Under a new pilot program that
began Wednesday, SJSU officials
teamed up with the Santa Clara
County Transportation Agency to
offer students a new service called
the "semester pass."
The pass gives students the
opportunity to ride buses and lightrail vehicles for the entire semester
for $58. Students currently purchasing monthly bus permits pay $102
in bus fees . and those driving to
school must pay an $81 parking fee
in addition to gasoline costs.
Under the agreement, SJSU subsidizes the program by paying $40
for each pass that a student purchases. Marilyn Todd, business office
supervisor in the traffic management department, said that the program is self supporting because

Students
sweat in
business
classrooms
Ity Emma Burgess
Daily still wnter

Thc facilities department worked
with haste to get the ventilation system in the business classrooms up
and running Friday morning. The
system was down for the first two
days of school due to a short in the
main motor, according to Mo
Qayoumi, associate executive vice
president of facilities, development,
and operations.
Members of the facilities department worked overtime to locate and
replace the motor with a new one.
The old motor will be repaired and
kept in the chance it may be needed
as a back up in the future, Qayoumi
said.
"This is the first time in five
\ ears that that particular motor had
laded," he said. Thc old motor was
installed a year and a half ago.
Terry Christensen, political science professor, teaches classes in
the business classrooms. "Its awful
in there," he said Thursday. The
rooms were "unbearably hot," and
added agitation was caused by the
permanently scaled windows in the
classrooms.
The windows don’t open,
Qayoumi said, because the building
has forced ventilation, and closed
windows keep the air circulation
properly balanced.
Business student Lena Mushall
was one of the many who was
relieved to have the system in working order Friday. "I was going to
faint, especially on Wednesday
night," she said.

LJC professor
fasts in anger
at Regents
1.0 Rio I I si \I’)
-\ 1iiisci
sit3 of I alitInia protessoi is List
1,, phitcsi a hat he calls the ondem.ii ic i.itiiic’ of the IV Board
1111, 130.11,1 01 Regents is a
unix dna:Monism structure that
gocs has k to the ilass when movertor the aristmstiles %%Cie 1,11k
phsies professor
5
(11.11 es ’m1155.111/. 55110 began his
21)
Lis) .guA
"What lin tasting tor is not lo
iiimlement democracy. hut to siniph discuss the idea," Schwartz
said
,,I1K ials said they will not
ie,poikl to his fast or his propos.ds
to tiatistei most power to councils
01 lacultv stall and students.

more flexibility, and it’s not a had
deal. It’s a lot cheaper than driving

ings is used to subsidize the program.
"Funds coming from traffic tickets can only be used to promote
mass transit," Todd said. "So when
students get parking tickets, the
money they pay to SJSU subsidizes
the discount bus passes we have,"
Todd said.
The pass is good on regular bus
lines and light-rail vehicles, and can
also be used for free rides on
express buses until Oct. 1. After that
time, however, the transit agency
will raise the price of an express trip
to $1.50, forcing students with the
semester pass to pay 50 cents for
each express bus trip they take.The
pass is not good on the Highway 17
express bus.
Lili Smith, spokeswoman for the
transit agency, said that she hopes
more people will take mass transit

to school," Smith said.
She added that many students

WANT TO LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

don’t take mass transit because they
don’t know how easy it is to use.
Students who want to plan their trip

from home to school and back can
call (408) 287-4210 or (415) 965 3100 for more information.

r

but can’t attend class regularly?

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
Hebrew, Italian, Russian, Portuguese & Spanish.
No formal classes, 1-5 units / semester. Work in
lab, car, home, or by arrangement with intructor.
Text tapes, software & video.
Call 924-4602 for orientation
and information.
Also offered: Video/Audio begin
or review, Basic Spanish 4A, 4
13 units each), no formal class;
Practical conversation.
Study in lab/home.
THESE PROGRAMS ARE IN ADPITION TO
OUR REGULAR CLASSES.

TUDENT DISCOUN

N ALL SUPPLIE
hrough Sept 30th 199

SAN JOSE ART
ir40

AL.

FOREIGN IANGUAGES DEPT, SR 219, 924-4602

481 S BASCOM AVE SAN JOSE
Hours: M -F 9-5:30 Sat 10-5:30

408-298-8422

Stat Discount by Stat Card Only

Today at

HOT
SEE
WHY YOU SHOULD TRADE
YOUR PARKING PERMIT
FOR A UN SEMESTER
TRANSIT PASS.
It heir ti

i1)001

And just look what you can win:
C A Free Bay Area Transit

C 5 Free Santa Clara County Transportation

Passgood for

unlimited rides on BART. CalTrain, Santa Clara
County buses. Light Rail and more!

C 10 Free SJSU

Semester Transit Passes’

Flash Passes’

Cr And 50 Free Hot 97.7 1-Shirts to the first
50 people,

We’ll even have people on hand to plan your commute to school. Come on down to the Amphitheater and
make the switch to a SJSU Semester Transit Pass. You’ll save S23 and your sanity.

a Santa Clara County Transportation Agency
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Spartan Marching Band lacks members and practice area
By Nicholas D. Smith

mately 80, according to adviser songs from "Lawrence of Arabia" after he left high school. But this
Scott Pierson.
and other Middle Eastern epic tunes, experience wasn’t the same as the
While the trumpet shortage is Pierson said.
band in high school. It was "totally
he invisible band is on a particularly acute this year, bass
The hand explores music from different," he said. "Everyone knew
manhunt.
drum and drums of all types are all genres ranging from jazz and what th,ty were doing."
Before the first home needed, in fact instrument players of epic songs to rock even to the
Similarly, George Hinman, a
football game the Spartan all types are welcome, as well as extreme of a Guns ’n’ Roses tune, senior music major, said he marched
Marching Band as an almost color guard members.
Pierson said. In 1989, the band did a through high school and continued
invisible entity, and this year the
"I know they’re out there." tribute to Batman during which all at SJSU so he could "go play loud."
first game is Oct. 19
practically Pierson said. There "must be hun- band members donned Joker cos- And while the practical experience
too late for new musicians to march dreds" who don’t know about the tumes and played music from the of learning music writing and drill is
into the band and know the routines marching band, he said. It’s not hard Tsoundtrack,
important, he maintains it is one of
for the year.
to get started in the band, Pierson
he band plays at all home the largest social expenences he’ll
Not allowed to practice outside said. "We try to make it easy to the
football games, alumni get at SJSU. It’s "one of the better
on campus because the noise could new students."
events as well as some spe- social experiences you can get," he
disturb classes, the band has set up a
Band members get elective units
cial trips like the upcoming said, noting the many parties and
recruiting table near the music that fill physical education require- Christmas special and a Macy’s trips. "I enjoy it, it’s the reason I’m
building in order to increase its visi- ments for marching with the band, Fashion Show last year. Macy’s later here," he said.
bility.
but also get into athletic events for made a large donation to the. band.
Pierson, who claimed to have
The shortage, if not tightened up free.
At the heart of everything about seen more students get married than
soon, could remove SJSU from the
The marching band typically the marching hand is the music
any other teacher around, said it was
opportunity to play in the nationally opens the game with fight songs and it’s what draws this crowd together. the time spent trying to achieve a
televised Hollywood Christmas the spelling of "Si S." During half- For example, JJ. Johnson, a sopho- common goal that brings the group
Parade special that will include 12 time the band will do theme events more majoring in business said he so close together.
marching bands.
with marches choreographed to joined the band because he wanted
"These people are really close
At least 100 SJSU band members music. For example, an upcoming to continue playing and marching friends," he said.
are needed to appear on the show show with the working title of
and at present the band has approxi- "Songs of the Sand" will include

T
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EARN EXTRA CREDIT AS A TUTOR!
You can earn 1 - 3 units of credit tutoring
college -bound students on the
SJSU campus.

12 reasons

Project Upward Bound
WLN #225
’GEOGRAPHY
924-2567
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’Whose Life’ opens with jitters
Performance left
audience in dark

Club Oasis in San Jose last
November. Estelle Sappington and
Woodyard founded
Theatre

By John Vieira

.Opening night didn’t meet expectauons. The characters were noticeably nervous.

Dady staff writer

America has recently become
obsessed with the right to die issue
A young sculptress paralized
from the neck down battles doctors
for her right to die in a production
by Tzaddi Theatre of "Whose Life
is it Anyway" at the San Jose Stage
Company.
Entrapped in a hospital bed,
Claire Harrison, played by Reina
Woodyard, has lost the use of her
limbs and bodily functions due to an
automobile accident.
All she could do is move her
head. Sarcastically she implied that
all she could ever hope for was to be
a tennis umpire. All that remains of
the sculptress is her consciousness.
"If the only feeling I have is in
my head, and I want to feel, I might
choose to bang it against the wall.
My consciousness is the only thing 1
have and I must claim the right to
use it and as far as possible, act on
the conclusions I may come to,"
Ilenderson said.
The conclusion she came to was
that death is a preferred choice.
Feeling that the wish to die is a
symptom of depression and insanity,
young Dr. Scott, played by Michael
Hickey, prescribes her Valium.
Henderson refuses to take the
Valium stating that it would be
insane not to be depressed.
"The only thing you can do is to
stop me from thinking about it
that is stop me from disturbing
you. So I get the tablet and you get
the tranquility," Henderson said.
Rule-bound Dr. Emerson, played
by Lou Bash, injects protesting
Henderson with the Valium.
Dr. Scott takes the side of
Henderson and is sympathetic
towards her. Henderson tells Scott
of her sexual longings. Her inability
to have intercourse has driven her to
hear sexual innuendo in the most
innocent conversations.
"I watch you walking in the
room, bending over me, tucking in
your sweater. It’s surprising how
relaxed a man can become when he
is not in the presence of a woman. I
still have a woman’s mind. I still
have tremendous sexual desire."
Henderson said.
The script is written by Brian
Clark and originally produced in
Great Britain in the mid-70s. It was
rewritten in 1980 when Mary Tyler
Moore played the lead role on
Broadway.
Tzaddi Theatre originally produced "Whose life is it Anyway" at
the Art League Performance Space
in Santa Cruz last June and July.
Their first production, "Danny and
the Deep Blue Sea" premiered at the

Woodyard stumbled on a few
lines, but her facial expressions
conveyed the underlying pain that
the character tried to hide. You feel
Dr. Scotts dilemma, played by
Michael Hickey. Dutiful and stiff
ward supervisor Nurse Anderson is
well played by Sharon Moore. Lou
Bash fails to suggest the strength of
medical director, Dr. Emerson. On
the other hand, Sappington, director
of the play, took command of her
character as lawyer Margret Hill.
Most disappointing was the fact that
Bash had a fake southern accent and
played more than one character. And
Owen }icier, who also played the

Opening day jitters can be
attributed to some of the noticeable
mistakes mentioned. The play in
itself is thought provoking, but the
performance left something to be
desired.
"Whose life is it Anyway?"
opened Friday, Aug.30, and runs
through Saturday, Sept.14 at the San
Jose Stage Company, 490 So. First
Street, in San Jose. For more information, call the Tzaddi Theatre box
office at (408) 886-6743 or San Jose
Stage Company at (408) 283-7142.

BACK
TO SCHOOL
BASICS
START YOUR SCHOOL YEAR OFF RIGHT AT D.B. COOPER’S

BACK TO SCHOOL PARTY!

Come By On Thursday Sept. 5th. Show Your Student ID. Get In For Free And
Receive Your Own Back To School "Survival Kit Including A
Happy Hour VIP Sticker Entitling You To Drinks For Only $2.00 From 5-8pm,
Plus A VIP Card Good For Free Admission The Whole School Year!
163 WEST SANTA CLARA STREET SAN JOSE CA 95113 408-219-5867

U.S. Depanment of State
U.S. Intormation Agency
U.S Depanment of Commerce

Career Opportunity

Face your Future

judge, did not portray a believable
character of "a judge."
The music, which didn’t set the
mood of the play, was trying to
sound suspenseful when it should
have sounded sorrowful. Lighting
kept some characters in the dark at
times and took the audience out of
the play at other times.
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Mark Your Calendar For
SATURDAY, NOVEMBF:R 9, 1991
Registration Deadlines:
October 4 for test centers in the
United Stales
September 13 for test centers
oyerSta.,

With Confidence

The Written Examination is the initial
step in competing for a career as a
Foreign Service Officer.
Applicants for the examination must be:
At least 20 years old on the
examination date
United States cititens
Available for worldwide
assignment
To obtain further information and an
application, contact your Campus
Placement Office or write:
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The Recruitment Division. FSWE
Deparuneni of State
P.O. Box 12226
Arlington, VA 22209
.. An Equal Opponunity Employer..

Need a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals
Need to work late?
Come in anytimecount on us.

r $ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL 1
Valid from Mid-night to 6 a.m. $2 Ott selt.service Macintosh
computer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser prints One
coupon per customer. Not valid with any Other offer and only at this
location Expires 9/20/91
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expensive enough as it is.
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Spartans 2nd in SJSU Classic
By Corey Tresidder
Only assistant co editor
SJSU’s Scott Wiebe hit the net
in the second half Monday to beat
the Cal-Berkeley Golden Bears 1-0
and clinch SJSU’s first win of the
soccer season. For the Spartans, it
was the only goal they would need
to clinch second place in the SJSU
Classic Soccer Tournament held
Sunday and Monday at Spartan
Stadium.
"We played well within ourselves, and today’s win was another
block in the rebuilding process,"
said Gary St. Clair, second -year
SJSU coach. "We spilled a lot of
Spartan-blue blood out here these
past two days."
The University of San Francisco
finished first in the four-team tournament, while Cal finished third and
Cal State Fullerton finished fourth.
Both the Spartans and the Golden
Bears had sluggish first halves
Monday, but play picked up in the
second half as both teams took more
chances on offense.
It paid off for the Spartans, as
pressure around the Cal goal area
set up Wiebe’s score.
A Spartan throw-in into the
penalty box was mishandled by a
Golden Bear defender. There was an
opportunity to clear the ball, but the
ball went straight up in the air and
over to a wide-open Wiebe. Wiebe
chest-trapped the ball to his foot and
knocked a hard shot past Cal goal-

Elbow
rooin
Spartan Spencer
Belideau steals
the ball front
Dan
Cal’s
Behrendt during
the SJSU Classic
soccer tournament at Spartan
Stadium
Monday. SJSU
beat Cal 1-0 for
its first victory
of the season.
The Spartans
finished third in
the tourney.

Photo by
Lynn Benson
keeper Alec Rosenberg.
Cal players complained to the
linesman and referee that Wiebe was
offside there must be at least one
opposing player between a man
receiving a pass and the opposing
goalkeeper. But since the ball came
off the foot of a Cal player instead
of a Spartan, Wiebe was not offside
by rule and the goal was allowed.
Cal pressured the Spartans for the
remaining twenty minutes, but the
Spartan defense held fast in the 100plus degree heat to secure the win.
After the SJSU-Cal match, the

SPORTS
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tournament awards were announced
and distributed. The offensive MVP
for the tournament was Cato Solberg
of USF, who tallied two goals and
one assist in two games. Spartan
defender Anthony Hare was named
defensive MVP for the tournament.
"We’re looking a lot better early
on than last season," Hare said.
"The team has been working on fitness, team tactics and individual
skill, and after 90 minutes in the
heat today our fitness really was the
key."

Read about SJSU’s first football game of the
season vs. Florida in Monday’s Spartan Daily

YOU CAN STILL REGISTER FOR

FALL PHOTOGRAPHY COURSES
AT SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
Space is available in the following in -progress courses:
Photography 22 (Beginning)

MWF

Photography 22 (Beginning)

T & Th 9 -11:50 AM

l’hotography 62 (intermediate)

T & TH

10-11:5() AM

12-2:50 PM

For more information,

call 298-2181 ext. 3928
San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue

San Jose, CA 95128

JIM
JOHNSON
Daily Sports Editor

THE FIRST game of the
1991 season Saturday, SJSU
IN
head coach Terry Shea will
lead his Spartans into the
Sunshine State, home of the
school many are picking in
preseason to produce the topranked college football team in the
nation.
Many think this will be the year
Bobby Bowden and his Florida
State Seminoles finally win a
national championship.
But, perhaps fortunately for the
Spartans, they are scheduled to
play the other team in Florida, the
Gators of Florida University,
instead of the highly touted
Seminoles.
But the Gators are no picnic.
They arc being picked to finish as
high as No. 3 in the nation by one
publication, and in the Top 10 by
most others.
Florida finished 9-2 last year
including big wins over
Southeastern Conference rivals
Georgia and Auburn. The Gators’
two losses came to Tennessee and
Florida State.
A week later, the Spartans
travel to Minnesota to take on the
Golden Gophers in the Hubert H.
Humphrey Mcirodome.
Even though Minnesota, a
perennial Top 25 contender,
finished an unimpressive 6-5 last
year, the Gophers did upset the
powerful Iowa Hawkeyes at Iowa
and may be the best team not to go
to a bowl this year. Minnesota is
on probation for a year due to
financial aid violations.
These first two games should
give the Spartans some much needed national auention,
something they feel will translate
into national respect.
Last year, the Spartans felt they
weren’t afforded that respect and,
consequently, were overlooked in
the national rankings.
Despite a 9-2-1 record,
including a win over Stanford,
which beat then -No. 1 Notre
Dame, and a tie against Louisville,
which slammed powerful Alabama
in postseason, the national media
remained largely unimpressed with
SJSU.
In the California Raisin Bowl,
SJSU easily lapped Mid-American
Conference champion Central
Michigan 48-24. And many
thought SJSU would have fared
well against many higher-ranked
opponents.
But when the final Associated
Press rankings came out, no SJSU.
The Spartans finished 26th in the
voting, just out of the Top 25.
Even a No. 20 ranking in the
United Press International poll
couldn’t assuage the Spartans’
bitterness.
"I really believe we deserved to
be nationally ranked and
nationally recognized (last year),"
Spartan coach Terry Shea said.
Florida and Minnesota should
test the Spartans’ mettle like never
before. Two games against top
notch, national collegiate football
powers on the road will set the
tone for the Spartans’ season.
Even if the Spartans don’t win
both games, if they can stay
competitive against teams of that
calibre they will roll into their Big
West opener on September 21 at
Long Beach State with a full head
of steam and national respect.

ZOOM INTO
THE NEXT
GENERATION.

---..---

---

$77.97
The next generation of
students requires the next
generation of calculatorsthe fx-7700G from Casio.
Schools across America
use Casio graphing calculators to teach the concepts of
mathematics.
Use the BEST TOOLS at
the BEST PRICE from Casio
and K mart.
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WORK SMARTER
NOT HARDER.
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Freshman back looks good in
Spartans’ Friday scrimmage
By

SItigeru Nishiwaki

Daily shill wow,

SJSU career rushing leader
Sheldon Canley’s heir -apparent
seems to have arrived. Freshman
tailback Donald Lindsey, who hails
from Canley’s hometown of
Lompoc, sparked an intra-squad
scrimmage Friday as ill,: Spartans
prepared for their first game of the
season.
The Spartans will kick off the
1991 football season this Saturday
at Bcn Hill Griffin Stadium in
Gainesville, Fla. against the Gators
of the University of Florida.
Lindsey led all rushers in the
scrimmage with 27 yards in three
carries, including a 16-yard TD run.
Another first -year Spartan, junior
Shon Ellerbc, is tied with Lindsey
for the back-up tailback spot.
Ellerbe had three carries for 15
yards and a touchdown. Wide
receiver Byron Jackson’s 25 -yard
reverse helped set up the score.
Senior Macco Barbosa, who tops
the depth chart at the tailback position, gained nine yards in four carries.
Other scores came from senior
quarterback Mau Veatch, who was
selected to start against Florida.
Veatch tossed TD passes of 26 and
six yards to Gary Charlton and
David Blakcs, respectively.
"A lot of people arc underestimating us," said senior wide receiver Bobby Blackmon. "We arc going
to be more of a challenge than
Florida expects."
Second -year head coach Terry
Shea had mixed feelings about the

iterlAtni
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SJSU quarterback Jeff Garcia passes over several defenders in
Friday’s intra-squad scrimmage at Spartan Stadium. The
Spartans open the season against the University of Florida at
Gainesville on Saturday.
scrimmage.
"I feel like our scrimmage lacked
a little spark that we had in the first
scrimmage," he said. "We got some
things accomplished that we needed, like getting into a real -game situation."

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
Full and Part Time Positions Available Now - flexible hours
THE PLACE
c_QMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our customers’
interests

and so many other smart
functions.
We’ve spent years with
students like you and educators like your pniessors to
develop the 71-68 and the
T1-81. That’s why they’re so
highly recommended.
For engineering students,
The 71-68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
provides complex number
functions and offers formula
programming. That’s power.
And for math and science
applications, the
11-81 offers the
most comprehensive, yet easyto-use graphing
functions with extensive piogramming capabilities.
Try a 11-68 or
11-81 at your local
T1 retailer today.
And start working
smarter, instead
of harder.

student.’
Smart.
\lath or science
I najor.’ Also smart.
On tests, you probably
run equations over again to
lake sure they’re right. So
you’re working harder.
You don’t have to do it
anymore. Not when you
use the TI-68 Advanced
Scientific or T1-81 Graphics
Calculator, with their last
equation replay feature
Engineering

THE JOB
INFORMATION SPECIALIST:
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer
related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.
Starting Salary: $6.25/hour

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO APPLY
IF you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level language
excellent English skills
THEN send resume to or apply in person at:

Y UR DD
ARE 1 IN 7...
This year 1 in 7 Americans will
need hospital care.., at an average
daily cost of over $2,000!
Cover yourself with a Personal
Prudent Buyer Plan from Blue
Cross of California.
Blue Cross
0 1
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TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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Marc F. Derendinger
Courteous Quotes By Phone

252-7300
1133 Saratoga Ave
(Between Doyle &
Quality Service
Since 1959

Free Video Rentals
and Superstar Shades!

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
2590 North Firs! Street, San Jose, CA 95131
510 Lawrence Expwy., Sunnyvale. CA 94086
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FRATERNITY

RUSH
House tours
Saturday Sept. 7
9AM-5PM.
(Meet at the Student Union Amphitheater)
Special

guest speaker:

T(9d Diridon
Supervisor District Foul’.
County MI Santa Clara

Prizes will be given away.
-Stop by the rush table(s) in front of the
Student Union all this week.
-Can’t make house tours" Not to worry, you
can stop by any fraternity between Sept. 7-12

N1 hen Non Sign L p for Student Banking
Don’t miss Bank of America’s Student Banking
Double Feature. This electrifying duo is a
%% inning combination of financial convenience
and purchasing power, where BofA checking
accounts team up w ith BankAmerica& credit
cards to deliver the high-living hit of the college
season.

access to California’s largest branch and fullservice ATM network. and a VERSATFL card
that allows you to get cash at over 2.200
VURSATFLI,ER ATMs in California and the
western t

Great Gills and Cool
Convenience.’
Open a checking account and get a pair of
Superstar Shades and two free video rentals from
The Wherehouse. Apply for a BankAmerica&
credit card and get 2 more free video rentals.
this oiler is good only while supplies last and
ends October 31,1941.
In addition to these great gilts. college
students get free "summer months- checking.*

Smart students will be sure to enter the Student
Banking Double Feature Sweepstakes for a
chance to in a trip fin" two to Orlando, Florida
or a TV VCR combination. No purchase
necessary..

Enter to llin Raging
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MORE INFO? Call 924-5900 or 998-5217
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Transformer
explosion
kills power
Cloud of toxic fumes
causes evacuations
By Michael NIonaghan
i)d.ly staff ranter

Kelley Chinn Special to the Daily

A firefighter clad in a vapor suit attempts to extinguish a fire
caused by an exploded transformer. The Sunday morning fire
sent a billowing black cloud of smoke drifting towards SJSU.

An electrical transformer exploded about 10:30 a.m. Sunday on
Fourth and Santa Clara streets, forcing the evacuation &Jai’s Hugh
Gillis Hall and Wahlquist Library.
The explosion of the underground
transformer sent columns of smoke
into the air, causing blackouts in the
surrounding area.
As a precautionary measure,
both Hugh Gillis Hall and
Wahlquist Library were evacuated
by university police soon after the
incident, according to university
police spokesman Richard Staley.
The presence of smoke and PCBs in
the building was a concern, however none were found. No injuries
were reported, Staley said.
Fire House No. I arrived on
Santa Clara Street minutes after the
explosion, closing off traffic in both
directions. University police were
called in to divert traffic around the
school, and buildings within a one
block radius were evacuated as
well, according to San Jose Fire
Captain John Charcho.
Firefighters extinguished the
manhole -based fire three hours
later. Pacific Gas and Electric officials later arrived on the scene to
determine the cause of the explosion
However, "the blaze was so hot
it destroyed all evidence," said Jack
McDermott, a PG&E spokesman.
No one was reported injured at
the scene, Charcho said.
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Coupons Good
at Any Participating
Safeway Store
SAFEWAY DELI COUPON (S)
With This Coupon
DC 1069

24 -oz. Fountain
Coca-Cola
& 2 -oz. Grab Bag
Frito Lay Chips
I

From the Deli with Purchase
of any Fresh, Custom Made
Deli Sandwich

One coupon per customer Coupon cannot be
doubled Coupon valid Sept 4.1991 thru Sept 17.
1991 at any participating Safeway Store with
in-store Deli only

IT’S ALMOST HERE!
)

SAFEWAY COUPON

(lio

With This Coupon

_iletro presents

C

2 -Liter
Cragmont Soda
SAVE 790

j

LIMIT 1 Per Coupon

Plus CA Redemption Value
One coupon per customer Coupon cannr,
doubled. Coupon valid Sept 4.1991 thru Seri
1991 at any participating Safeway Store.

SAFEWAY COUPON

A)

With ibis Coupon
Dr

FREE CONCERTS IN
DOWNTOWN,
SAN JOSE

Plaza Park,
Market Street at
San Carlos
Thursdays from 5-7 p.m.

through Sept.12 . Beer, wine & appetizers by downtown restaurants.

1L_T ]rwit_

Mrs. Wright’s
SuperSoft Bread
1 -lb. Loaf

SAVE 690

September 5

11 e

Top 40

177,

I

LIMIT 1 Per Coupon
One coupon per customer I upon cannot Ile
doubled Coupon valid Sept4 991 !Mu Sept 17
1991 at any participating Salswsy gime

Sponsors: KHQT, Capit,il Propertiec lid & Paramount Mortgage

September 12

Dr. Loco’s Rockin’ Jalapeno Band
I lain, Salsa & Tejano

Sponsors: KAZA.& Pizza a go go

Sunday, September 8, 1991 1-3 p.m.
San Jose State University Latin Jazz Ensemble
Another prodtict ion of the San Jew Downtown Arociation with assistance from the City of San low, the
San lme Redevelopment Agenty, Metro Newspaper, Riverview ’ivterm Group Inc., Bn& smut.] Adam,

Items and prices in this ad are available Sept. 4, 1991 thru Sept. 17. 1991, at any
participating Safeway Store. No sales to dealers, restaurants or institutions
Sales In retail quantities only. Quantities of some items may be limited and
subject to availability. Not responsible for typographical or pictorial errors We
reserve the right to correct all printed errors.
1978 Safeway Irm

SPARTAN DAILY

An evening with the Spartans

SJSU tight end Bryce Burnett
signs autographs for fans during a youth football clinic.
The clinic was at Spartan
Stadium on Wednesday night.
Leslie A Salzmann Daily staff photography

COMPUTERS

ENROLLMENT HUMANITIES
From front page

decrease of about 1,000 applicants.lt will
take some time to see many of the affects
the budget crisis will have, but full time
students have already faced a 17.4 percent fee increase over last semester and
are receiving fewer services.

tions on campus, doesn’t see a problem for next

Fewer employees

to improve computer reliability by
installing an uninterruptable power
supply.
"In this day, computer failures
are to be expected," said Vandiver.
"Let’s just hope a failure does not
occur on the drop deadline," said
Marilyn Radisch, director of registration. "If it does occur on the drop
deadline," Radisch continued, "we
will process all transactions manually. But it just makes things very
inconvenient and difficult."
Because of the disk drive failure,
students should verify any add/drop
transactions made on Aug. 29. The
most convenient way to verify a
transaction would be by using the
Touch-SJSU phone system.

"There are fewer employees to provide services, the average unit load is
down, and the add/drop process is much
harder because there are not nearly as
many choices," said Maynard Robinson,
associate academic vice president.
Further affects of the cutbacks will be
larger class size with less individual
attention given by the instructors having
to deal with the increased number of students. Also, more students are taking
fewer units which will in turn delay their
graduation.
According to Robinson, the average
term for receiving a bachelor’s degree
could go to seven years, for those having
two years of community college and six
years for students beginning at university
level.

ASHFORD, Washington -- Two
climbers died Monday in two glacier accidents on Mount Rainer, an official said.
One man was killed and another injured
when the two fell into a crevasse just
above a small outcropping of rocks known
as Disappointment Cleaver on Ingraham
Glacier, about 12,000 feet up on the
14,410-foot mountain’s west side, according to Cy Hentges, a spokesman for Mount

URIC.

"The difficulty of the budget is ever present," he
said Friday. "But sooner or later the economic cycle
will turn up again. With increasing enrollment, this
building facility is a necessity to provide the quality
of education San Jose offers."
"It’s going to happen," said John K. Crane, dew
of the School of Humanities and the Arts. "This will
be the next building built on campus," Crane said
If voters do approve the project, an architect will
be selected in July 1992 and construction would
start in July 1994 making the building available for
use in late 1995.
The 83,000 square foot building would be located next to the business tower where there is currently an employee parking lot. The Career Placement
Center nearby will be relocated.
In its planned five or six stories,lhe building will
centralize all faculty offices for the school of
humanities and the arts which include departments
of humanities, philosophy, English, foreign languages and the new linguistics and language development department.
Aside from the convenience for students and faculty, Humanities Professor Eugene Bemardini said
that the new building "will give us more respectability."

SJSU WEATHER:

TODAY Sunny, high of 85. Few clouds in the morning.
TOMORROW Sunny by late morning. High of 82.

Yeltsin chastises
Gorbachev for failing to
forsee last month’s coup

Ranier National Park.
Two other climbers rescued the injured
man and recovered the other body. The
group camped until a guided party found
them early Monday. The party radioed for
help, then radioed again to report seeing a
climber fall and slide down the mountain.
That climber fell 3(X) feet below the site
of the first accident and was found dead a
short while later, Hentges said.
The injured man was brought by helicopter to Harborview Medical Center in
Seattle, but his condition was not readily
available Monday afternoon, a nursing
supervisor said.

terms of up to life in prison.
The Federal Appeals Court ruling
upheld a January decision by the armed
forces’ highest tribunal, and may snuff out
for good a right-wing army element that
rebelled four times since the last military
dictatorship in 1983.
At least 13 soldiers and civilians died
during the Dec. 3 revolt that threatened to
destabilize the government of President
Carlos Menem and force President Bush to
cancel a visit scheduled for two days later.

Russian Federation
MOSCOW (AP)
President Boris Yeltsin harshly criticized
Mikhail Gorbachev today for failing to
forsee last month’s coup, and he urged
independence for the republics that want it.
In a speech to the Congress of People’s
Deputies that is weighing a sweeping plan
to restructure the Soviet Union, Yeltsin
also sought to allay fears that his huge
Russian republic would try to build other
republics.
As the Soviet president watched from
the podium, Yeltsin stood at the central
lectern and accused the Kremlin leadership
of having acted "practically blindly,"
adding, "it had no clear political course."
Of Gorbachev, Yeltsin said:
"His inconsistency in implementing
reforms, indecisiveness, sometimes capitulation to the aggressive onslaught of the
party elite all this created a favorable soil
for a revanche of the totalitarian system."

0 No injuries in powerful
6.7 earthquake south of
Tokyo
TOKYO (AP) A strong earthquake
shook areas south of Tokyo Tuesday, but
there were no immediate reports of injuries
or damage.
The Central Meteorological Agency
said the earthquake registered 6.7 on the
Richter scale and struck at 5:45 p.m. It put
the epicenter at about 25 miles under the
Pacific Ocean about 180 miles south of
Tokyo.
Police at Myakejima island, near the
quake’s center, said buildings shook
strongly.
Mieko Asanuma, a clerk in the island’s
town hall, said the quake swayed the twostory building for more than a minute, rat ding the windows and shaking office furniture.

Argentine rebels
convicted of mutiny in
Buenos Aires
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina Fifteen
army rebels, who staged a bloody one -day
insurrection were convicted here Monday
of mutiny, cashiered and sentenced to

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
-MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & acidol.
philus) on hand now Special money
making/saving plan for 1st 5 sorer
Wes. hats or groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
Viktor In SH 211 or write. Plan 196.
PO Box 9. SI CA 95103 Phone
408 2541447 Free yeast self test
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and X
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 800.655-3225
ARE YOU APPLYING TO GRADUATE
SCHOOL/ the Princeton Review
Seeks Pre Law. Pre.Business and
other prospective graduate stu
dents Interested in taking a FREE
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Call (408) 268.9674 to
make your reservation Call Todreyr
FREE PERMS/COLORS/CUTS
International Artists need models
for San los* Hair Show Sept 14,
15 & 16 For Information call
415 8861117
MAKI A DIFFERENCE in the life of
mntilliY ill Person VOLUNTEER
your friendship 3 hours per week
Training is provided Call 4380616
OPEN BIM
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind He is.
Honor your father and mother,
that you may here a long good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
Ave must not steal
You must not lie
Ave most not be greedy
S Chit PO Box 160315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus kisurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSI.1 for Good Drivers
’CLAW Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Calews
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OOLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 92

SEIZED CARS, trucks. boats.
4 wheelers, notoMornes. by FBI.
IRS, DEA Available your area now
Call 805 682.7555 Ext C 1255

FOR SALE
19/17 WHY. HONDA ELITE SO. Low
miles Fantastic condition new
rubber $975 Call 415 6566323
SMAU, DORM REFRIGERATOR
Good condition $15
Cali 415 657 4655 pm

HELP WANTED
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED
FOR SPARTAN DAILY
Monday through Ender
7 30 am to 9 30 am
Denver papers to
distribution Doses on campus
$S 00 per hour
Cell Kathy at
9243277 or stop in WIN 102
DOORKEEPER WANTED Sone
experlerve preferred Flexible
fours around school Stage
Lighting Concepts 988-0877
UNITED WAY CHILD DEVttowarre
program P/T Techer’s aide
sub positions mailable Flex his
Rey & (CE majors encouraged to
apply All ma)ors accepted Cali
Gardner Chikton’s Ctr 9981343
COLLEGE STUDENTS Make extra
money Need 2 to 3 students to
Decant, Open House Party Plan
fialresentaMr For Pollcation
form. we SASE to Mrs ANa
Housouer 111 Lemon Tree Circle
Veceville, CA 95687
TEACHER FOR UC. KAY CENTER.
Min 6 (CE units req 2-10 leer
olds Flex has Day-Eve -Wkerd
So Sat’ lose 281-8880 or
Fremont 415 792 9997
ORAPRIC ARTIST to produCe
brochures. flyers, bannwe etc. for
programs offered through the Stu
dent Activities re Services office.
10 haze/wails $5 70 / hour
Must be matriculated. currently
enrolled student Macintosh COM
outer graphic Skills required APPIV
in the Student Activities Office, Old
Cat through 4 30 pin Sept 20
WORK STUDY STUDENT assistant
to assist clerical staff by answering

phones, rxinirg copies on mimeo.
g’8Ph and,01/4 machines errands
Cu, campus and other duties as
required Must be eligible for vrork
study funds. 12 15 Pv/wk, Mon
r I , between 9.5 $570 $605
Ability to type 45 WPM desirable
Apply Student Activities & Seri
vices. Old Caf, by 9/10
51 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your ftaternny. sorority, or other
Campus group can earn between
5500 $1000 in less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing
Call 18007352077 Eat 3
COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff
needed at local residential facip
ties for young adults & adolescents
with autism & related disabilities
Fulltirne end Nei time Positions
available Start $6 00 $43.25 an
hour Call Sherry, 408448.3953
POP SYSTEMS has PO openings
In high tech compute Industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing majors. or any
greckaning senior Call
(408) 9440301 for Interest in a
fuiltIrne or part time account
executive position open
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup.
per! Applications accepted M-F
2 30-5 00 1235 Oakmead Murry,
Sunnyvale. 245.2911 Conveniently
located off Hely 101 8. Lawrence
Expiry See you soon’
SEC/P.C. OR CHILD DIEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools Is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (15 12 units (CE
preferred) and 12 schoolege
per/PE units 0k programs We
have both full-tkne end Pert time
positions Flexible hours available
Our centers are open earn toe per
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257 7326

POSTAL JOSS ONAILADU7
Many positions Great Weill§
Call 805 692.7555 Ext. P-3310

ROOM FOR RENT, 10 min from
school Nice home w/Pooi WAD
Avail 9/1 5335. util 629-3117
Janet

DANCE
TEACHER
WANTED
Min 2 years experience teaching
young Children ages 312 ballet
preferred Call bided at 996.8955
TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & Motor Development for chil.
Oren. 2 to 12 years Experience
and car required Gymsters, Inc
(408) 996-8955

APARTMENT
room/2 bath,
basic cable
SOBS 11th St
Please base a

LIKE NEW 1 SR APTS. Bright
airy with AEK. OW. AC Gated
perking, intercom lavOry Two
roommates OK Rent $685.$850
Also rent monthly parking onry
Quiet. nice for staff
1 block horn campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 297 4705

HOUSING
2 BORN / 2 OATH APT. - $770
820
mo 4 1 Bdrm/1 bath feet
96(5) a rno 12 mo lease Wilk or
ride bike to school 780 S 11th
street laundry facilities, security
bib( cable TV avail Remodeled,
very clean Call my 2889157

SNARE) RR, 2 1/2 EA. CONDO In
So San Jose, Female prof nonsmoker. we, bath $400 inci coil
deposit 408 225 2450

)0 Downtown S.F. broke a 102 -year
record hot temperature record on
Monday. What was the temperature?
Yr. Which former California governor
plans to run for president? BONUS:
How many times has he run for president before?
Which 1960s music star got marned Sunday?
0- Which country singer, severely
injured in an auto accident Friday, is
reported to be near death?
Mark Wellman, a paraplegic
climer, is planning to scale Half
Dome in Yosemite next week. What
other famous rock has he climed?
BONUS: What local community college did he attend?
ANSWERS: 1)94 degrees. 2) Edmund G.
Brown Jr. Bonus: Two times (1976, 1980). 3)
Jan Barry. 4) Dotue West. 5) El Capnan Bonus:
West Valley Community College in Saratoga.

EdIted by Corey Treseder
From Sparser Daily wire sources

PERSONAL

WORDPROCESSING

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate as a companion
For further into cell Brian after 400
cm at 298-2308

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, term Pacers
Theses. Graduate Work, SPA
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design du Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mail 224-6395

SERVICES
REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
homes avilable at below market
value Fantastic savings, ’kW
repair Also S&L bailout proper
ties Call 805 682 7555
Ext. H.1513

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Ala couriers and
CrulsoshIps Students also need.
ed Christmas. Spring and Sony..
for Amusement Park employment
Cali 805 682 7555 Ext F 1661

TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226-1459
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA,Turebian
formats Science and English
papers our SOK arty Free spep
check ,storage Low-cost editing
and graphics Resumes and other
SOrVic.$ available
Mestersons WOW Processing
Cali Paul Or Virginia 251.0449
AFFORDASLI

924-3282
924-3277

woratwocessirgi Term papers
’ex". group DaPers, resumes
letters, theses, laserorinter,
etc All formats plus APR,
Soelicheck. pursctuation/ grammar
assistance All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 247.2681. 8arn Elprn
for worry free professonal
dependable service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATICHat
CALL EDP SERVICES.
Reports APE Turabisn.
resumes. letters & more
Postscript Laserjet
Affordable, accurate & fast.
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 on
Call &Mir, 270.8014
CALI. !AIDA TODAY
for experienced. professional
wordprocessing Theses. term
PaPers, group projects etc
All formats Inc iudirg ARA
Quick return Transcription ser
vlCiire available Almaden / Bran
hem area Phone 264-4504

EXPERIDICED

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
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Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

One
Day

3

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

McNees

$500 $600

$670

$740

$800

CityStatie

4 lines

$600 $670

$740

$810

$880

5 lines

$700 $740

$810

$880

$960

6 lines

$800 $870

$940

$1010 $1080

Each additional hne $1 CO
EMIT additional Clay

Please check
your classification:

LINES ON ONE DAY

.IX)

SEMESTER RATES,
START $7 SOD PER HOUR
DKr Swing Grave shifts R/Pt
WeeklY PRY
Soca ey/ReceptIon/HIgh tech
Excellent benefit*
Credit union. Medical insurence
No Experience Required

FOR RENT 2 bed
security gates, free
State House ADt1
Call Dan 295.5256
message

QUIZ

Five correct
news stud.
Three to four reads USA
Where
Today. One to two
have you been?

FAX:

3 lines
CHILD STUDY MAJOR home
Preschool part time pm
Need creative person, must enjoy
children & be petlent Call
Alice at 356.0895 Los Gatos

NEWS

PHONE:
Immediate interviews
ApoN Barn born Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott BNd Santa Clara
(bete Sc, Tomas Exp / Olcott)

AU, ISSUES

10-14 lines. $90.00
5-9 lines $70 00
15-19 lines- $110 00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277
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From front page

From front page

WORLD EVENTS

0 Mount Rainer crevasse
claims two climbers in
accident

II San lose State University U Wednesday, September 4, 1991

Announcements
Zip

Phone
I

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Classified dark located inside Diehiquist Library North 102 l Deadline Two
days before publication 61 Consecutive publications dates only No refunds
on cancelled ads

Automotive
Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
_Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

10
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SPARTAN DAILY

Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
ALVI SilIDEN1’
SAVER PLUS

I f you’re looking tin. a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there’s one prerequi,ii(..Join AMT Student Salo. Plus. I( sill be al )Ie

U ) get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. 0 Our Reach Our Amerka Calling Pump-

570

r

save you money, no matter where and when you call. Cal/Manager’ will save you time by separating

your long distance calls from your roommates’ ( ills. f(

Callrgawil

free. And the AT&T Calling Cad makes it easy to call

- from almost anywhere to anywhere. [ I And with AIM, you’ll always get the most reli,thle long

distance service. 0 Plus, if you register for any of our services - or if you’re already an AT&T customer - -you’ll get a

calling.’ As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round.

1 So ask about AT&TStudentsther

booed on

oo odoctne 2/16/91 (Moo homed O,, tA 25 AT&T Long Onto... Corldrato per

MI111011,

It011 VIVO thIlMel f011.

free hours worth of AT&F long distance

You’ll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
the NPrviCe me, ,v11,0 ^Web* neelorro noes on goo carpus
’Good lor ono noto ol led deed come to 00001 neht and wooland
01991 AT&T

1F REHOURE

igg2

AT&T

